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Abstract
The machine-readable version of the catalog, as it is currently being distributed from the Astro-
nomical Data Center, is described. The catalog is a compilation of measurements of binary- and
multiple-star systems obtained by speckle intefferometric techniques; this version supersedes a pre-
vious edition of the catalog published in 1985. Stars that have been examined for multiplicity with
negative results are included, in which case upper limits for the separations are given. The second
version is expanded from the first in that a file of newly resolved systems and six cross-index files
of alternate designations are included. The data file contains alternate identifications for the ob-
served systems, epochs of observation, reported errors in position angles and separations, and
bibliographical references.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Description
The Second Catalog of Interferometric Measurements of Binary Stars (McAlister and Hartkopf
1988) is an updated and expanded version of the first edition of the catalog (McAlister and Hartkopf
1985). It contains all measurements (known to the compilers) of binary- and multiple-star systems
obtained by speckle interferometric techniques and in print or in press before October 1988. In
addition to actual separation and position-angle measurements, the compilers include stars that
have been examined for multiplicity with negative results, in which case upper limits for separation
are given if they were included in a publication.
Although the primary data of the catalog axe observed separations and position angles, their errors,
epochs of measurement, and bibliographical references, ancillary data such as alternate identifica-
tions, notes, a llst of systems first resolved by interferometry, and a set of cross-index files arranged
by various major catalog designations, are included. The main data file uses designations fi'om the
Washington Catalog of Visual Double Stars that is maintained at the U. S. Naval Observatory by
Charles E. Worley.
This document deseribes the machine-readable version of the Second Catalog of Interferometric
Measurements of Binary Stars as it is currently being distributed from the Astronomical Data Center
(ADC). It is intended to enable users to read and process the computerized catalog without prob-
lems and guesswork and it should be used only to supplement the information contained in the
published catalog and the introduction to the machine version. Since there are several important
formatting differences between the published and machine-readable tables, users of the machine
version are encouraged to carefully study the data descriptions in the following sections of this
document before using and interpreting the data. A copy of this document should be transmitted
to any recipient of the machine-readable catalog originating from the ADC.
1.2 Source Reference
McAlister, H. A. and Hartkopf, W. I. 1988, Second Catalog of lnterferometric Measurements of
Binary Stars, Version 1988 October (see Center for High Angular Resolution Astronomy,
Georgia State University, CHARA Contribution No. 2).
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2.0 Structure
2.1 File Summary
The machine version of the Second Catalog of lnterferometric Measurements of Binary Stars con-
sists of 11 fdes. Table 1 gives the machine-independent file attributes. All logical records are of
fixed length, and, if the catalog is received on magnetic tape, it will contain blocks of fixed length
(as noted below), except that the last block of each file may be short. The second file contains the
basic data of the catalog, while succeeding ones contain textual information and cross-index tables
to facilitate the use of the catalog data. The data file is in a multiple-record format per object in
order to allow all known observations of a star to be reported. However, all records are uniform
in that they contain the same ancillary information and differ only by the primary data of multiple
observations. Thus, the records can be sorted fully by any of the data fields.
Second Catalog of lnterferometric Measurements of Binary Stars (McAlister and Hartkopf 1988)
Record Logical Record Total Number of
File Contents Format Length Logical Records
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Introduction
Data
Newly Resolved
Notes
Bibliography
HR-HD-WDS
DM-HD-WDS
SAO-HD-WDS
ADS-HD-WDS
Const-HD-WDS
Disc-HD-WDS
FB
FB
FB
FB
FB
FB
FB
FB
FB
FB
FB
80
98
105
80
80
22
33
26
25
33
33
222
12326
290
968
119
1778
3152
3076
1191
876
1710
Table i. Summary Description of Catalog Files: FB == Fixed length blocks (last may be short)
The information contained in the above table is sufficient for a user to describe the indigenous
characteristics of the machine-readable version of the Second Catalog of lnterferornetric Measure-
ments of Binary Stars to a computer. Information easily varied from installation to installation,
such as block size (physical record length), blocking factor (number of logical records per physical
record), total number of blocks, density, number of tracks, and character coding (ASCII, EBCDIC)
for tapes is not included, but should always accompany secondary copies if any are supplied to
other users or installations.
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2.2 introduction (File 1 of 11)
This file is composed Of straight text and contains the introduction to the published catalog. Sta-
tistics of the catalog and a basic description of the data are given, but neither colutrm-by-colurrm
nor byte-by-byte descriptions of the various tables are included in the authors' introduction; thus,
they axe given in this document.
Byte(s) Fortran Format Data
1-80 A80 Mixed case text
Table 2. Introductory File Record Format
2.3 Catalog (File 2 of 11)
This file contains the compilation of observational data for the double and multiple systems in-
cluded in the catalog.
As mentioned in "File Summary" on page 3, the data file may contain more than one logical record
per object if multiple values of reported data exist. When a particular observation produced a
negative result (undetected duplicity), only an upper limit is reported. In these cases, the position
angle (PA) field is blank. These cases can always be detected by looking for an upper limit char-
acter ( < ) before the separation. It is important to do this if the PA field is being read with a real
format specification, since it is possible for a measured PA to be zero.
Table 3 gives a byte-by-byte description of the contents of the data file. A suggested Fortran for-
mat specification for reading each data field is included and can be modified depending upon indi-
vidual programming and processing requirements (Fortran 77 character string-type formats are
used); however, caution is advised when substituting format specifications, since many data fields
contain character data and others are blank when data axe absent. As mentioned above, particular
care is required for the PA field, where valid zero values can exist, but where fields are blank for
nonexistent data. It is safest to buffer in records in an unformatted mode or read them with char-
acter (A) formats and test for blank data fields before processing with numerical formats for calcu-
lations and/or searching purposes. For such fields, primary numerical format specifications are
given to indicate decimal-point locations, while alternate A-type formats axe specified in parenthe-
ses. Default (null) values are always blanks in data fields for which primary suggested formats are
given as A. Also note that extra spaces have been left in certain fields to allow for increased
measurement accuracy (and thus greater precision) in future editions of the catalog.
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Byte(s) Units Suggested Default DataFormat Value
1-10
11-12
13-26
27
28-41
42
43-48
49-51
52
53-61
62-64
65-69
70
71
72
73-75
76-78
79
80-84
85
86
87
88-92
93-94
95-97
98
years
0
0
m
m
A10
2X
AI4
IX
AI4
1X
I6 (A6)
A3
1X
F9.4
3X
F5.1 (AS)
1X
AI
AI
F3.1 (A3)
3X
A1
F5.3
IX
AI
AI
F5.3 (AS)
2X
A3
IX
blank
blank
blank
blank
WDS designation
Blank
Alternate identifier
Blank
Alternate identifier
Blank
HD number
HD suff_tx
Blank
Epoch of observation
Blank
Position angle (PA)
Blank
PA uncertainty flag (:)
Lower limit character (>) for PA error
Error in PA
Blank
Upper limit character ( < ) for separation
Separation
Blank
Separation uncertainty flag (: or ?)
Lower limit character ( > ) for separation error
Error in separation
Blank
Bibliographical code
Blank
Table 3. Data File Record Format
WDS designation
Alternate identifier
Alternate identifier
]'_ NIiH_I"
I-lID sutTtx
Epoch of o_ervation
Position angle
PA uncertainty code
Lower limit character (PA error)
Error in PA
System designation in the Washington Catalog of Visual
Double Stars of C. E. Wofley.
Identifier in a major catalog (HR, DM, ADS).
Identifier in a secondary catalog or list, or star name in some
cases.
Numerical designation in The Henry Draper Catalogue (Can-
non and Picketing 1918-24) or in one of the HD extensions
(Cannon 1924-36, Cannon and Walton Mayall 1949).
The inclusion of a second HD star in the system is indicated
by a hyphen followed by the last digit of the adjacent HD star.
The reported epoch varies in precision depending upon the
accuracy to which it was reported; thus, bytes following the
decimal point may be blank.
The reported position angle of the components (measured in
the normal way, north through east) at the epoch of obser-
vation. Note that precision can vary (byte 69 may be blank).
A colon (:) denotes an uncertain value.
The character ">" is present if the PA error following was
reported as a lower limit.
The error is generally given to one decimal place, but the
precision varies (byte 75 can be blank).
Structure 5
Upper limit character (sep)
Separation
Separation uncertainty flag
Lower limit character (sep error)
Error in separation
Bibliographical code
The character "<" is present if the angular separation fol-
lowing was reported as an upper limit, i.e., a negative result
above a reported threshold was given in the reference cited.
The reported angular separation between the components at
the epoch of observation, or an upper limit to the separation.
The precision can vary, with lower accuracy indicated by
trailing blanks in the field.
The following codes are used:
: The observation is uncertain.
? The observation is questionable (very uncertain).
The character ">" is present if the separation error following
was reported as a lower limit.
The error is generally given to three decimal places, but the
precision can vary (trailing bytes blank).
A two- or three-character identification code for the reference
cited in the bibliography file (5).
2.4 Newly Resolved @stems (File 3 of 11)
This file contains a listing of 280 newly resolved binaries. The content of the table is described in
Section III (last paragraph) of the introductory file and need not be repeated here. Although the
table is reasonably uniform in format, it has the nature of a free text file (with table captions and
column headings) and, therefore, will not be described in detail in this document. Rather, a brief
column description is given below to alert the user as to the contents of the table, since such a de-
scription is not given in the Introduction.
Colurlan
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Information Content
Discovery designation or bibliographical reference code.
Bright Star Catalogue (Hoftleit 1982) or DM number.
Name of star or binary system.
HD number.
SAO (SAO Staff 1966) number.
ADS (Aitken 1932) number.
Right ascension and declination (2000) (equivalent to WDS designation).
Visual magnitude.
Spectral classification.
Discovery separation (seconds of arc).
Bhaary tyr_.
Table 4. Contents of Newly Resolved Systems File
2.5 Notes (File 4 of 11)
This file contains miscellaneous notes and additional information for the systems included in the
catalog. Not all systems have corresponding notes, but no flags are included in the data file for
those that do, so users should check for notes on all systems in which they are interested. This file
also has a free text structure precluding a byte-by-byte description. The first record of a note group
for a system contains the WDS designation in bytes 1-10, followed by an alternate designation
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(name). Records for individual observations contain the reference epoch in bytes 6-14 and tex't in
bytes 17-80. A general note is indicated by hyphens in bytes 6-14. Blank records separate system
groups.
2.6 Bibliography (File 5 of 11)
This file contains the references cited by the codes in bytes 95-97 of the data file. Although the file
contains a table caption and blank records, the format is uniform enough to be described in the
following table. Columns not described are blank and continuation lines are indicated by blanks
in bytes 1-7.
Byte(s)
2-4
6
8-80
Fortran Format
A3
AI
A73
Data
Reference code
An equal (=) sign
Reference in free text (upper and lower case)
form
Table 5. Bibliography File Record Format
2.7 HR-HD-WDS Cross Index (File 6 of 11)
This file contains a cross index for designations in The Bright Star Catalogue (Hottleit 1982), The
Henry Draper Catalogue (Cannon and Picketing 1918-24, Cannon 1924-36, Cannon and Walton
Mayall 1949), and the WDS. The file is ordered by HR = BS number and is uniform in format,
as described in the following table.
Byte(s) Fortran Format Data
1-4
5
6-11
12
13-22
I4
1X
16
1X
AI0
HR = BS number
Blank
HD number
Blank
WDS designation
Table 6. HR-HD-WDS Croaa Index Format
2.8 DM-HD-WDS Cross Index (File 7 of 11)
The file is a cross index of identifications from the Durchmusterungen (Bonner [Argelander 1859-62,
Kiistner 1903], Southern [Sch/Snfeld 1886], Cbrdoba fI'home 1892-1932], or Cape Photographic
[Gill and Kapteyn 1895-19001), the HD, and the WDS. The file is ordered north to south by DM
zone and in increasing right ascension within each zone. DM catalogs are identified by their two-
letter abbreviations.
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Byte(s)
1-2
3-5
6
7-11
12-14
15-20
21-22
23
24-33
Fortran Format
A2
I3 (A3)
1X
15 (A5)
3X
I6 (A6)
A2
IX
AI0
Data
DM identifier (BD, SD, CD, CP)
DM zone
Blank
DM number
Blank
HD number
HD suffix
Blank
WDS designation
Table 7. DM-HD-WDS Cross Index Format
2.9 SAO-HD-WDS Cross Index (File 8 of 11)
This file is a cross index of identifications from the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Star
Catalog (SAO Staff 1966), the HD, and the WDS. It is ordered by SAO number.
Byte(s) Fortran Format Data
1-6
7
8-13
14-15
16
17-26
I6
IX
16(A6)
A2
IX
AI0
SAO number
Blank
HD number
HD suffix
Blank
WDS designation
Table 8. SAO-HD-WDS Cross Index Format
2.10 ADS-HD-WDS Cross Index (File 9 of 11)
This file is a cross index of identifications from the Aitken double-star catalog (ADS, Aitken I932),
the HD, and the WDS. It is ordered by increasing ADS number. In this and subsequent cross-
index tables, the HD suffix occupies three bytes instead of two to accommodate one case where the
HD numbers of two stars in a binary system are not consecutive (sec item 4 in Section 3.1).
Byte(s) Fortran Format Data
1-5
6
7-12
13-15
16-25
I5
1X
I6 (A6)
A3
AI0
ADS number
Blank
HD number
HD suffix
WDS designation
Table 9. ADS-HD-WDS Cross Index Format
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2.11 Constellation-HD-WDS Cross Index (File 10 of 11)
The file contains a cross index of commonly used star names (constellation identifiers) and their
HD and WDS equivalents. Constellation designations include Greek letters (Bayer designations)
and Arabic numerals (Flamsteed numbers), with the Bayer designation taking priority (most bright
northern stars have both). Variable-star names are also included. The file is ordered by
constellation abbreviation and by Greek letter and Flamsteed number order within each
constellation.
Byte(s) Fortran Format Data
I-9
I0
II-13
14
15-20
21-23
24-33
A9
lX
A3
lX
I6 (A6)
A3
A10
Star name
Blank
Constellation abbreviation
Blank
HD number
HD suffix
WDS designation
Table 10. Constellation-HD-WDS CrossIndex Format
2.12 Discoverer-HD-WDS Cross Index (File 11 of II)
This file cross indexes the HD and WDS identifiers with discoverer designations, including various
multiple-star identifiers, names from miscellaneous observers' lists, CHARA discovery numbers,
etc. Most of these identifications can be found in the First Dictionary of the Nomenclature of Ce-
lestial Objects or its Supplement (Fernandez, Lortet, and Spite 1983; Lortet and Spite 1986).
Byte(s) Fortran Format Data
1-13
14
15-20
21-23
24-33
A13
1X
I6 (A6)
A3
A10
Miscellaneous identifier
Blank
HD number
HD suffix
WDS designation
Table 1!. Discoverer-HD-'WDS Cress Index Format
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3.0 History
3.1 Remarks and Modifications
The machine-readable version of the Second Catalog of lnterferometric Measurements of Binary
Stars was received on magnetic tape from Drs. H. A. McAlister and W. I. Hartkopf of Georgia
State University on November 8, 1988. Since the tape was in an ANSI labeled multi/de format, the
individual files were loaded onto the VAX 8650 computer of the National Space Science Data
Center, then transferred via a local area network to the IBM 3081K machine of the NASA Space
and Earth Sciences Computing Center at Goddard Space Flight Center, where the ADC archive is
located, and where the expanded memory and powerful editing facilities of the IBM computer could
be employed.
Following completion of the work on the previous edition of the catalog (McAlister and Hartkopf
1985"), which was received as a single text file formatted for printing, close collaboration between
the ADC and Dr. Hartkopf resulted in a llst of suggestions for the structuring and formatting of the
second (present) edition. Dr. Hartkopf followed these suggestions and produced the new catalog
in a format that was very easy to work with and to prepare for distribution. The following minor
modifications were made to the files indicated in order to make them easier to process by machine
and to facilitate the use of the cross indexes:
1. Certain fields in the data file contained hyphens as fill characters where data were missing.
These were replaced with blanks.
. Durchmusterung identifier abbreviations (BD, SD, CD, CP) were added to the DM desig-
nations in the DM cross index file. This addition is important in the southern hemisphere,
where CD and CP stars ate mixed and it is laborious to identify the correct DM catalog
without the abbreviations.
3. Blank records between constellation groups in the constellation cross index were removed in
order that the file can be sorted properly by any identifier present, and to decrease storage.
. There is one system (65 UMa) in some of the cross-index tables where the adjacent HD suffix
notation does not work. This is because the bright components of 65 UMa are designated
HD 103483 and HD 103498. Where these components were designated as a single entry in a
cross indexed catalog, the higher designation was omitted. By using the notation "/98" as the
HD suffix in the ADS, constellation, and discoverer cross indexes, it was possible to include
the second designation in those tables.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Appendix A. Sample Listing
The sample listing given on the following pages shows logical records exactly as they are recorded
in the machine-readable version of the catalog. Groups of records from the beginning and end
of each fde are illustrated. The beginning of each record and the bytes within the record are in-
dicated by the column heading index across the top of each page (digits read vertically).
Appendix A. Sample Listing IS
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